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In French, a noun is usually introduced by a determiner. Articles ( indefinite, definite and partitive) form one of
the main groups of determiners in French. In this lesson, we introduce the forms and main uses of indefinite
and definite articles.
INDEFINITE & DEFINITE ARTICLES - open.uct.ac.za
The indefinite article talks about one of something, and is the easiest of the French articles. I can almost
guarantee that if what you want to say requires "a," "an," or "one" in English - unless you're talking about
someone's profession - you need the indefinite article.
Introduction to French Articles - ThoughtCo
The French definite article has four forms: Le (masculine singular), La (feminine singular), Lâ€™ (followed by
a vowel), Les (plural). Unlike the French indefinite articles, the French definite articles remain the same in the
negative: pas le, pas la, pas lâ€™, pas les. Now letâ€™s see how we use the French definite articles.
The French Definite Articles â€¢ French Today
ALL ABOUT FRENCH NOUNS: FOCUS ON GENDER by Mary Naber Burns Of the forty-three thousand
words in a comprehensive French dictionary, almost thirty-three thousand are nouns.
All about French Nouns: Focus on Gender - Official Site
The French Republic has one explicit principle and one only, set forth in the fifth line of article 2 of the
Constitution and directly borrowed from Lincoln: "Government of the people, by the people and for the
people".
The Principles of the French Constitution - VeritasZim
The partitive article indicates an unspecified amount of something. du fromage (some cheese) de lâ€™eau
(some water) Most of the time, the partitive article in French corresponds to the word â€œsomeâ€• in
English. Partitive articles are used when referring to a part of, a portion of, or any unspecified amount of
something.
Les articles partitifs (Partitive articles)
FRENCH INDEFINITE ARTICLES LESSONâ‚¬OBJECTIVES To learn about the indefinite articles in French.
PART 1: INTRODUCTION What is an indefinite article? A word used to designate an object which is not
specific. In French, the indefinite articles are: un (masculine singular) une (feminine singular).
FRENCH INDEFINITE ARTICLES LESSONâ‚¬OBJECTIVES
3. Definite, indefinite, singular, plural Instructions Complete the table in French. For each picture, write the
word with the correct definite and indefinite articles, and the correct plural form.
3. Definite, indefinite, singular, plural
noun: articles, pronouns, adjectives and numbersâ€”and the verb phraseâ€”dealing with all the elements
related to the verb: tenses, mood, participles and adverbs. The functional grammar is composed of three
parts, each demonstrating how
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Modern French Grammar: A Practical Guide, Second Edition
* The indefinite article A/AN is used before singular countables nouns. We use A before nouns beginning with
a consonant sound and AN before nouns beginning with a vowel sound.
The indefinite articles A/AN and the definite article THE
Online information from this French regional paper. Includes news summaries from three versions of the
paper covering the regions "la CÃ´te d'Azur", "le Var" and "la Corse." Photo. A monthly French photo
magazine. Le Point Etudiants. News from French universities. La Recherche.
French - Foreign Language News and Newspapers - LibGuides
6. He can speak French (hardly) 7. They visit the museums (frequently) 8. Jane arrives late for school
(seldom) 9. People buy beef nowadays (rarely) 10. Have you been to Japan? (ever) D. Put the adverbs in the
correct order: 1. There weren't many people (last night, at the theatre) 2. Helen played the piano (at my party,
last night, beautifully) 3.
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